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Abstract
Algorithmic decision systems are already used in many everyday tools and services on the
Internet. They also play an increasing role in many situatons in which people’s lives and rights are
strongly afected, such as job and loans applicatons, but also medical diagnosis and therapeutc
choices, or legal advice and court decisions. This evoluton gives rise to a whole range of questons.
In this paper, we argue that certfcaton and explanaton are two complementary means of
strengthening the European legal framework and enhancing trust in algorithmic decision systems.
The former can be seen as the delegaton of the task of checking certain criteria to an authority,
while the later allows the stakeholders themselves (for example, developers, users and decisionsubjects) to understand the results or the logic of the system. We explore potental legal
requirements of accountability in this sense and their efectve implementaton. These two aspects
are tackled from the perspectve of the European and French legal frameworks. We focus on two
partcularly sensitve applicaton domains, namely the medical and legal sectors.
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1. Introducton
The tremendous development of data collecton combined with the considerable progress in the
feld of artfcial intelligence has led to a variety of data processing techniques that have enabled
the partal or total automaton of decision-making processes. Classifcaton algorithms are already
at work in many everyday tools and services on the internet, including search engines, social
networks, comparison websites and targeted advertsing. In the near future, they will play an even
greater role in many situatons in which people’s lives and rights are strongly afected, such as job
applicatons, loan applicatons, medical diagnosis, therapeutc choices, legal advice and, maybe,
court decisions. This evoluton gives rise to a whole range of questons. How relevant are the
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decisions taken on the basis of algorithmic processing? What are the risks of discriminaton, of loss
of autonomy for individuals or violaton of fundamental rights and freedoms? What are the
respectve responsibilites of the developers of the algorithms and their users? The importance of
these issues calls for an in-depth refecton on the technical solutons and the applicable legal
frameworks.
‘Algorithmic transparency’ is ofen put forward as a necessary step to address the issues raised by
algorithmic decision systems. However, this expression is open to varying interpretatons.
Generally speaking, it conveys the idea that algorithmic processing should be made more scrutable
and understandable. This should mean not only informing people about the operatons that have
been or could be carried out but also explaining and justfying them. This is of a great importance,
because it is a key conditon to make the best use of algorithmic decision systems.[3] On one hand,
this will help their designers and developers to improve them and ensure that they meet expected
quality criteria. On the other hand, it will make it possible for non-expert users and people
afected by the decisions (jobseekers, patents, defendants, etc.) to challenge their results.
However, the polysemic noton of ‘transparency’ can lead to some misunderstandings. For
example, it can give the impression that a complete descripton of the process is required, which
would be incompatble with any form of industrial (or commercial) secret. Of course, such a
demand does not seem realistc. Because the noton of ‘transparency’ is too imprecise, it can lead
to ambiguites and be open to critcism without necessarily addressing the actual needs (Ananny
and Crawford 2016).[4] Likewise, the concept of ‘fairness’ refers both to the idea that the sofware
should correctly provide the expected functonalites (contractual expectatons) and should
comply with legal, moral and ethical codes (including fundamental rights and freedoms). The EU
Data Protecton Regulaton (2016) states that ‘ Personal data shall be processed lawfully, fairly and
in a transparent manner in relaton to the data subject (“lawfulness, fairness and transparency ”)’,
[5] which is consistent with natonal laws like the French ‘Loi Informatque et Liberté’.[6] This
wording seems to draw a distncton between ‘lawfulness’ and ‘fairness’ in data processing, but it
is not easy to determine whether the later term only refers to compliance with expectatons or
whether it also includes compliance with certain moral norms. Even though these terms are used
in data protecton legal texts and appear in various ofcial documents[7], it is therefore useful to
search for more suitable concepts.
A beneft of the concepts of ‘intelligibility’ and ‘explainability’ is to refer implicitly to requirements
of accessibility and clarity. However, they do not render the idea of ‘fairness’ nor do they highlight
the links with legal and moral principles. For this reason, the noton of ‘accountability’, albeit
already used with specifc defnitons in accountancy and business law, seems more appropriate
(Diakopoulos 2016, Binns 2017).[8] Reuben Binns defnes accountability as follows: ‘ a party A is
accountable to a party B with respect to its conduct C, if A has an obligaton to provide B with
some justfcaton for C, and may face some form of sancton if B fnds A’s justfcaton to be
inadequate’. Binns notes that ‘in the context of algorithmic decision-making, an accountable
decision-maker must provide its decision-subjects with reasons and explanatons for the design
and operaton of its automated decision-making system ’. However, this applicaton of the concept
to decision-making focuses on two partes only, the decision-maker and the decision-subject. It
does not consider other key stakeholders: the designer of the algorithmic decision system (who is
generally diferent from the decision-maker), the users of the algorithmic decision system (who
may be diferent from the decision-subject, for example, when the system is used by professionals
such as practtoners or judges) and potental trusted third partes such as certfcaton authorites.
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In fact, the frst party who should be accountable for an algorithmic decision system is its designer
and the justfcaton C in Binn’s defniton can be provided to diferent partes: to the decisionsubject himself, to the user or operator of the algorithmic decision system or to intermediate
trusted third partes such as certfcaton bodies. From a legal point of view, accountability could
therefore take at least two diferent but complementary forms. The frst one is certfcaton,
defned as the obligaton to demonstrate, for example to a certfcaton authority or an auditor,
that the algorithmic decision system meets specifc criteria. These criteria can typically include
accuracy (relevance of the results), absence of discriminaton or other forms of fairness. The
second one is a requirement for explanatons, defned as the ability to ensure some form of
intelligibility regarding algorithmic decision systems and to explain their results. This requirement
could be met in diferent ways depending on the target audience. For individuals without technical
expertse, this may involve the logical justfcaton for partcular results that are relevant to them.
An expert, on the other hand, may also be interested in more global measures, such as
explanatons in the form of decision trees or other graphical representatons showing the criteria
taken into account by the algorithm and their infuence on the results. Therefore, producing an
explanaton does not necessarily mean publishing the text of an algorithm or the source code of a
piece of sofware, which can be impenetrable for the average person (and even for the experts).
Furthermore, the results of algorithmic decision systems relying on machine learning cannot be
understood independently of their training data sets. Indeed, these data can refect biases that
will be ‘learned’ and then reproduced by the algorithm.
Certfcaton and explanaton are thus complementary means of enhancing trust in algorithmic
decision systems. The former can be seen as the delegaton of the task of checking certain criteria
to an authority (which is assumed to be trustworthy), while the later allows the stakeholders
themselves (for example, the developer, user or decision-subject) to understand the results or the
logic of the system. In this artcle, we explore potental legal requirements of accountability in this
sense and their efectve implementaton. These two aspects are tackled from the perspectve of
the European and French legal frameworks. We focus on two partcularly sensitve applicaton
domains, namely the medical and legal felds. The ratonale for the choice of these two areas is
discussed in the following secton. Secton 3 reviews the legal and technical resources for the
certfcaton of algorithmic decision systems. Secton 4 explores legal and technical solutons
regarding the explanaton of algorithmic decision systems. A conclusion synthesises our
observatons and suggestons, with some additonal remarks.

2. Automated decision making and decision support algorithms in
medical and legal maters: hopes, fears and the demand for
accountability
Many reasons motvate our decision to use the medical and legal domains as case studies.
Foremost among them was the observaton that there has been an increase over the past few
years in the supply of algorithmic decision systems and data processing tools in these sectors.
These are areas in which the human stakes are partcularly high since the decisions taken by
medical doctors and judges can signifcantly afect the lives of the people concerned. Such
sensitvites explain both the expectatons people have of algorithms (partcularly in terms of
improving the soundness of decisions) and the fears that they can give rise to. Algorithmic decision
systems currently available are very varied, ranging from those that optmise informaton for the
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decision maker (for example, by speeding up data retrieval and/or increasing the amount of data
processed) to those that make autonomous decisions by running a computer program (supervised
or unsupervised). They coexist in all their varietes, and, contrary to received wisdom, the latest
innovatons in artfcial intelligence are not systematcally replacing the ‘expert systems’-type of
computer programs. It is not always easy to distnguish between what are just slight amendments
to pre-existng tools – like, for example, the use of a search engine on a jurisprudence database or
the plotng of a decision tree that has already been validated by a natonal health authority –, and
truly innovatve propositons – like, for example, artfcial intelligence sofware, such as IBM
Watson Health for medical diagnoses.[9]
Healthcare and justce are traditonally said to be arts since they require technical skills and knowhow-to-be wisdom as well as scientfc knowledge. As Ricoeur said, they both involve applying a
complex set of expertse and knowledge to a specifc domain in order to arrive at a decision
(Ricoeur 2001, p. 251-253).[10] In both domains, the appeal of objectve proof is very strong
because the risk of error is high and the stakes can be dramatc. An error is more difcult to accept
nowadays when so much informaton seems to be available. However, an error is also more likely
to occur now as a result of the huge, changing and sometmes contradictory mass of data and
informaton that has to be processed in these tmes of economic and budgetary constraints. It is
legitmate to try to make available as much informaton as possible so that physicians and other
healthcare professionals, as well as judges and lawyers, can choose the most appropriate and
therefore the most legitmate way forward, and any technological propositon in this sense is
welcomed. The importance conferred on data in the two domains (state-of-the-art medicine, on
the one hand, and the rule of statutory and case law, on the other) to justfy any decision, explains
why expert system development projects have been on the rise over the last four decades to
support medical[11] and judicial decision.[12] The desire to reduce subjectvity in order to limit the
risks of irratonal decisional biases and to address territorial inequalites (between diferent
jurisdictons or hospital trusts) also serves to justfy a systematsed use of algorithmic tools, which
act as standardisers. However, this second argument can lead to fears that, in the long run, the
algorithmic ratonality would totally replace, at some point, human decisions. This then raises the
queston of how a human decision can be justfed when it is based on a data processing tool that
is too complex for the user to be able to give an account of the reasons underpinning that
decision. In other words, in domains as sensitve as health and law, can we accept the use of tools
whose results, no mater how precise, the users are not able to explain?
These preliminary remarks highlight two crucial distnctons. On the one hand, there is a diference
between ‘decision’ and ‘decision support’ or ‘decision aid’. On the other, there is a distncton
between the professional user and the decision-subject. First of all, most of the algorithmic
decision systems currently on the market for legal and medical usages are presented as ‘decision
support systems’. While some of these algorithmic devices can functon as autonomous decisional
systems, they are only currently being ofered as an assistance or support aid. This is an important
point to highlight because the use of an automatc decisional algorithmic system in legal and
medical maters may sometmes confict with European and French regulatons. Only members of
the medical profession are legally authorised to practse medicine[13], and any person ‘involved
habitually […], even in the presence of a doctor, in establishing a diagnosis or treatng illnesses,
congenital or acquired, real or perceived, through personal acts or verbal or writen consultatons
or through any other means, whatever they may be ’ is liable to prosecuton in France (as stated by
the French Public Health Code).[14] A non-restrictve interpretaton of this statement has been
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adopted in case law, and various kind of acts are covered by the prohibiton of the illegal practce
of medicine.[15] Medical doctors assume, either individually or in conjuncton with the
establishment that employs them, responsibility for their own diagnoses and therapeutc choices.
Ethical and legal norms converge here. They are supposed to make informed decisions in
conscience and to justfy them in cases of damage or misconduct.[16] As stated by the French
Code of Medical Ethics, they ‘shall not alienate their professional independence in any way
whatsoever’.[17] Automated decision-making systems which are not functoning as medical
devices implemented by doctors are therefore exposed to illegality. Judicial independence,
embodied in the judge’s decision taken in conscience, is imposed with the same force. Only
magistrates are enttled to serve justce. In France, several natonal legal sources may be invoked
here: from procedural code[18] to data protecton law.[19] Individual decisions producing legal
efects, which are obtained solely from the results of algorithmic processing, are in principle
contrary to the EU and French data protecton laws, with exceptons. The EU Directve 95/46/EC of
24 October 1995[20] and its replacement, Regulaton 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 (General Data
Protecton Regulaton: GDPR)[21], specifcally state that natural persons have the right not to be
subjected to, or be the subject of, a decision based solely on automated processing (including
profling) where this automated processing either produces ‘legal efects’ concerning those
persons or ‘signifcantly afects him or her’. The excepton to this is when the decision has been
adopted in the performance of a contract or within a legal framework statng that there are
‘suitable measures to safeguard his [or her] legitmate interests ’ (1995 version) or ‘appropriate
measures to protect the data subject’s rights and freedoms and legitmate interests ’ (2016
version, applicable from 25th May 2018). Outside of any contractual relatonship, the data
subject’s consent may also authorise the use of automated decision making, but with the following
opton of a similar conditon atached: ‘ the data controller shall implement suitable measures to
safeguard the data subject’s rights and freedoms and legitmate interests, at least the right to
obtain human interventon on the part of the controller, to express his or her point of view and to
contest the decision’. While this leaves states some margin for interpretaton in regard to
organising ‘suitable measures’ for safeguarding individual rights and freedoms, which determine
the validity of a law authorising such automated processing, the regulatory terms clearly indicate
the need for a special law. In the absence of any specifc legal framework then the use of a
decisional algorithm in judicial maters would be contrary to EU regulaton. French law takes much
the same approach. Artcle 10 of the Loi Informatque et Libertés (French Data Protecton Act
1978, amended June 2018) prohibits the use of automated decision making – i.e. decisional
algorithms – in judicial maters where that decision involves ‘ an assessment of a person’s
behaviour’ and where the ‘automated processing of personal data’ is ‘aimed at evaluatng certain
aspects of their personality’. For other decisions that ‘produce legal efects concerning the natural
person’, it is expected that they cannot be taken ‘ solely on the basis of the automated processing
of data, including profling’. That excludes the use of decisional algorithms for some litgatons (but
not all, because some legal maters do not involve ‘ behaviour assessment’ and some algorithms do
not deal with the ‘profle of the data subject’). However, it is important to notce that these
stpulatons do not apply to decision support algorithmic systems since these systems do not
automatcally produce a decision but rather formulate recommendatons. This exclusion is
sometmes justfed by the idea that the important thing is that human interventon has taken
place. Artcle 22 GDPR is worded along these lines when requiring that data subjects should be
granted with the right to obtain post-decision human interventon (for contestaton purposes).
Nevertheless, one may ask if such a focus solely on automated processing is really justfed. It
could lead to neglect the importance of the explanaton and certfcaton issues for decision-aid
algorithms. As already mentoned, most algorithmic processing currently available in the medical
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and legal felds promises to act as a decision support tool. But, it can only truly be a valuable
support if the user understands what the instrument does. It is therefore imperatve to ask what
explanatons should be provided and what verifcatons should be carried out for decision support
systems. An examinaton of the legal resources and technological solutons relatng to the need for
verifcaton and explanaton (i.e. accountability) of these algorithms is therefore not just useful, it
is essental.
The second crucial point to raise here concerns those on the receiving end of this demand for
accountability. As suggested by the textual references already mentoned, most legal provisions
dealing with the informaton and explanatons that should be provided come from personal data
protecton laws. These give natural persons whose personal data have been collected and
processed (which makes their identfcaton possible, either directly or indirectly) the right to be
informed on their use and to demand that rectfcatons are made and that certain uses are
prohibited. The limited scope for applying these regulatons means they are of limited use in terms
of what we are focusing on here. On the one hand, they do not apply to algorithmic systems that
use anonymised data. Hence, it could be argued that, for example, in judicial mater a decision
support algorithm dealing only with anonymised legal decisions would not be regulated. On the
other, the professional users are not enttled to exercise the rights conferred by this set of
regulatons. Data protecton laws are not suitable resources to justfy imposing an obligaton of
intelligibility or non-bias result verifcaton in favour of the users on the developers and providers
of medical and legal decision support systems. Yet, it is important for the patent, the litgant or
the respondent to know that the physician or the judge understands the results produced by the
algorithm (or at the very least, detects its limitatons) and that they can check the potental biases
in its functoning. In the next two sectons, we successively analyse two variatons of this
requirement for accountability, namely certfcaton (meaning obligaton to justfy to the experts)
and explanaton (meaning requirement to justfy to the users).

3. Towards a certfcaton obligaton for algorithmic decision
systems
In our opinion, it would be useful if the verifcatons relatng to both the proper functoning of an
algorithmic decision system and its conformity to moral and legal principles (absence of
discriminatory efect, fairness, and so on) could be carried out before the product is launched.
There are already certfcaton systems in place that determine market access for medical devices
and which control the use of some judicial expertse tools. It is therefore pertnent to examine the
legal resources and technological solutons that are currently available. Since legal regulatons are
organised on a sectoral basis, this secton will examine certfcaton requirements frst in the
medical (3.1) and then in the legal domain (3.2). The secton will close with a discussion of some
interestng technological solutons (3.3).

3.1. Certfcaton requirements for medical devices and prescripton management
sofware
The diferent sofware made available[22] within the EU may be subject to EU laws covering
medical devices (MD) when they are intended for medical use even if they were developed and
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manufactured outside of Europe. Any MD entering the European market must be certfed. Its
manufacturer must fulfl a number of essental requirements, and, in partcular, they must set up,
document, implement and maintain a ‘risk management system’. Directve 93/42/EEC[23], which
will contnue to serve as a reference for certfcates untl 2020, 2022, 2024 or 2025 (as
appropriate)[24], and its replacement, Regulaton (EU) 2017/745 of 5 April 2017[25], retain a
broad, functonalist defniton of MD. The medical applicatons targeted include, most notably, the
diagnosis, preventon, monitoring, treatment and alleviaton of illnesses plus (since the
introducton of Regulaton 2017/745, for clarifcaton purposes rather than to add something new)
predicton and prognosis. These regulatons are therefore of direct interest to us.[26] However,
there are many diferent kinds of difcultes to overcome. Some concern the applicability of MD
regulatons, while others relate to the problem of establishing which rules are applicable because
diferent categories of MDs are organised (Class I, Class IIa, Class IIb and Class III).[27] The claims
made by manufacturers and importers (about the strategic and commercial choices they have
made as well as the technological characteristcs of the tool) play an important role. Since the aim
is to confrm that medical algorithmic decision systems come under MD law, it should be noted
that applying criteria of specifcity (namely ‘intended by the manufacturer to be used for human
beings for’ diagnostc and/or therapeutc purposes or ‘specifc medical purposes’) or of acton on
the human body can lead to difering interpretatons. Hence, in France the natonal body in charge
of drugs and MDs (Agence Natonale de Sécurité du Médicament et des Produits de Santé: ANSM)
holds that for a sofware to be classifed as an MD, it must carry out other functons than just
storing, archiving, compressing, communicatng and/or searching for data. It must also bring the
patent individual beneft. A diagnostc support system is therefore only considered to be an MD
when ‘new medical informaton’ is produced, such as a treatment path suggeston, a patentspecifc outcome or an alert functon. Examples of sofware currently classifed as MDs include a
tool for segmentng images and generatng fles to determine target points for radiotherapy
treatment, sofware for collectng and sortng alarms in an intensive care unit and a tool for
predictng the risk of melanoma.[28] The guidelines do not, however, answer all the questons.
Under the aegis of the former directve, the ANSM has generally excluded sofware that produces
recommendatons in the form of a ‘generic result for a group of patent s’ or which proposes
‘functonalites aimed at verifying the absence of contraindicatons or of unrecommended
medicinal combinatons through a database’.[29] The reason for this exclusion is not clear.
Likewise, the department within ANSM that deals with MDs acknowledges the fact that some
‘prescripton support system and dispensing support system are nevertheless not considered to
be medical devices’.[30] At the European level, the European Court of Justce recently confrmed
that ‘a sofware, of which at least one of the functons makes it possible to use patent-specifc
data for the purposes, inter alia, of detectng contraindicatons, drug interactons and excessive
doses, is, in respect of that functon, a medical device within the meaning of those provisions,
even if that sofware does not act directly in or on the human body ’ (ECJ Case C-329/16: Snitem &
Philips v. France).[31] And, for the future, the new European Regulaton 2017/745 explicitly states
that digital decision support systems, like other sofware, may fall in the category of ‘actve
medical devices’. For some of the algorithmic decision systems (but not all of them), it would
therefore be conceivable to draw on MD regulaton to require verifcaton.
This brings us to the queston of the rules that are applicable to medical algorithmic decision
systems. Indeed, depending on the class of MD, the regulatory expectatons are very diferent.
They range from simply having to compile a technical fle to conductng clinical trials and having
the certfcaton verifed by an independent body. Since there are a variety of medical algorithmic
decision systems, the rules that apply will depend on both their characteristcs and their context of
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use.[32] Classifcaton may also involve descripton as an accessory[33], which means that the
rules conditoning the marketng of the principal MD also apply to the accessory. The person who
declares, registers or requests certfcaton, in other words, the legal entty that intends to launch
the product on the European market (manufacturer, importer, etc.), gives the original descripton
of the MD through the claims made and through analyses successively proposed on the sofware’s
functoning (principal MD or accessory MD, risk analysis, etc.). While, in principle, a medical
algorithmic decision sofware falls, as a priority, into the actve MD Class IIa, the rules actually
applied to it may therefore be diferent. The natonal records of declaratons held by natonal
authorites are informatve on this point, although the data available were collected under
Directve 93/42/EEC.[34] For future reference, Regulaton 2017/745 states that ‘ sofware intended
to provide informaton which is used to take decisions with diagnosis or therapeutc purposes is
classifed as class IIa, except if such decisions have an impact that may cause: - death or an
irreversible deterioraton of a person’s state of health, in which case it is in class III; or - a serious
deterioraton of a person’s state of health or a surgical interventon, in which case it is classifed as
class IIb. Sofware intended to monitor physiological processes is classifed as class IIa, except if it
is intended for monitoring of vital physiological parameters, where the nature of variatons of
those parameters is such that it could result in immediate danger to the patent, in which case it is
classifed as class Iib’.[35] Despite its precision, the text does not cut interpretaton of, especially
regarding the risk of ‘irreversible deterioriaton’. One might indeed consider that such a risk is
always possible when medical diagnostc or prescripton is at stake. If a classifcaton ‘error’ occurs,
it can be identfed and rectfed by the natonal authority in charge of receiving the declaraton. If
there is a signifcant dispute, Regulaton 2017/745 indicates that the Commission may refer, on
their own initatve or on request from a member state, to the new Medical Device Coordinaton
Group. European and natonal judges will also be able to bring about a reclassifcaton in the event
of a dispute between competng manufacturers or damage caused to users.
EU certfcaton requires that the manufacturers or those responsible for bringing the product to
market (or put into service, Regulaton 2017/745) declare that they will comply with a certain
number of regulatory obligatons (‘declaraton of conformity’) and that an independent body
(‘notfed body’) has carried out the necessary checks on the manufacturing processes, products
and control systems put in place by the manufacturer. The compliance criteria for certfcaton
have been drawn from two sources. On the one hand, EU legislaton imposes a number of
fundamental requirements with legal force.[36] On the other, proof that these requirements have
been complied with can be demonstrated through the implementaton of technical standards
developed by the various recognised bodies (ISO, ECS, and natonal standardisaton associatons
like AFNOR in France). This is very ofen the case when the regulatory documents (Directve 93/42
and Regulaton 2017/745) allow proof of compliance with these technical standards to also mean
presumpton of proof of compliance with regulatory obligatons.[37] As regard ‘essental’ or
‘general’ regulatory requirements, they provide that MDs must achieve the expected
performances, that they must be ‘safe and efectve’ and that they must ‘not compromise’ patent
safety.[38] This includes commitments that the tool should functon correctly.[39] Considering
medical decision sofware, Regulaton 2017/745 precises that the responsible party must be
commited to ensuring compatbility and interoperability[40], reliability of devices with diagnostc
and measuring functons[41], validaton of performances[42] and security measures to prevent
unauthorised access.[43] Some provisions concerning the reliability of MDs in terms of their stated
characteristcs and performances, including a consideraton of the passage of tme (technological
obsolescence), could be linked with the queston of the ‘fairness’ of algorithmic systems. However,
most of the questons that we are interested in (discriminaton bias, explanaton and intelligibility)
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are not explicitly covered. Class IIa MDs are subject to rules imposing a self assessment of, and
sometmes a notfed body control, on conformity and quality management. The annexes of
Regulaton 2017/745 require that the manufacturer create documentary fles containing: the
product descripton, its development methods, the ‘necessary explanatons’ for understanding its
functoning and the results of the risk analysis carried out (this is the so-called ‘technical fle’
secton). But, these requirements only concern basic informaton and do not seem to cover
explanaton about the algorithmic logic used or verifcaton that results are not biased. Since MD
laws focus only on market fuidity and people safety, a creatve interpretaton would be necessary
to transform these requirements into resources available in respect of the accountability of
algorithms. A coherent, but demanding, understanding of the reliability and safety objectves
should lead to the idea that checking the absence of discriminatory bias and the intelligibility of
the algorithmic logic is needed.
Although promising, considering its scope of applicaton, the European certfcaton legal
framework does not provide yet enough strong elements to impose the new kind of accountability
we need. The same kind of promising but deceptve content may be found in natonal laws. Thus,
it is urgent to improve the European and natonal laws regarding MDs in order to cover the
verifcaton and explanaton issues for all algorithmic decision systems. However, the MD legal
framework already exists, and therefore could be used to support the implementaton of
algorithmic accountability. The situaton is very diferent in the judicial domain.

3.2. Certfcaton requirements for judicial algorithmic decision systems?
Some internatonal standards[44] and a few natonal legal statements aim at ensuring the
reliability and quality of forensic work or judicial expert assessment, but their areas of applicaton
are very limited. For example, the processing of DNA material for evidental purposes within the
judicial context is entrusted only to registered laboratories[45], which must respect technical
standards (such as the ISO IEC/17025 standard, which has been translated into guidelines by the
Internatonal Laboratory Accreditaton Cooperaton and the European Network of Forensic Science
Insttutes).[46] These legal regulatons guaranteeing the reliability of results do not apply outside
of their strict remit. Consequently, they do not concern judicial algorithmic decision systems.
Hence, even though some technical standards might be relevant to our topic (for example, the
Standard Guide for Establishing Confdence in Digital Forensic Results by Error Mitgaton Analysis )
[47], they are not compulsory in all European countries. In France, for instance, except when
specifc rules apply, it is lef to the judge’s discreton to determine the useful sources of
informaton for uncovering the truth and for dealing with cases of dispute resoluton. That is why,
in administratve and civil maters (which includes compensaton for the victms of criminal
ofences), judges can use damage classifcatons and compensaton scoring tables. These
compensaton tables may be seen as very rudimentary forms of algorithms in that they formalise
the procedure, on the one hand, for arriving at fgures that are based on expert knowledge and,
on the other, for ratonalising and standardising court rulings.[48] As already mentoned, the
personal data protecton regulatons proscribe, on principle, any recourse to automated court
decisions except under precise circumstances (GDPR, Artcle 22, aforementoned). More generally,
French jurisprudence afrms that a court ruling cannot be based solely on a compensaton scoring
table.[49] In administratve maters, some regulatory procedures integrate risk calculaton
algorithms, but they always reserve the judges’ appraisals and the possibility of justfying full
compensaton based on other criteria than those retained by the calculaton method. This is why
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the French Conseil d’État (Council of State: Supreme Court in administratve law maters) regularly
hears appeals against Commitee decisions on compensaton for nuclear accident victms that are
based on a method of calculatng the dose of ionising radiaton received, an algorithmic method of
risk calculaton that is used to allow plaintfs to beneft from the presumpton of a causal link
between the illnesses and pain they complain of and the nuclear tests carried out by the French
state. When the algorithmic result concludes that the risk is negligible, the plaintf must assume
the burden of proving the causal link. The Commitee’s decisions are subject to appeal before the
administratve jurisdictons, and the Conseil d’Etat regularly points out that the administratve
courts of appeal assess the elements submited to them with sovereign power, including the
results from the aforementoned algorithmic method of risk calculaton, which consttutes just one
of a number of elements.[50] Despite atempts in some lawyers’ arguments to raise
objectons[51], the reliability of this calculaton method has not been the subject of a proper
discussion in the justce system. Its pertnence is lef to the discreton of the Commitee, and the
judges hearing appeals are happy just to verify that the result is not the only element justfying the
decision. The use of algorithmic decision systems is indeed admissable in judicial maters as long
as their results are only one element in a body of evidence and source of informaton.
To our knowledge, there is no certfcaton requirement applyied to algorithmic decision systems
used for judicial purposes. For a long tme, the fact that algorithms are used merely as ‘aids’
seemed to preclude the need to draw up guarantees of reliability, ‘intelligibility’ and ‘fairness’.
Such a positon, however, appears highly questonable. As stated by Pr. Cadiet in a recent report,
‘The algorithmic processing results should be submit to queston and put in perspectve. Yet,
“predicton” tools, if they suggest a soluton to those who use them, do not reveal and explain
their logic and the method followed to reach the soluton. […] A regulaton is necessary. This
regulaton could, in a frst view, take place through an obligaton of “transparency” for algorithms.
A control by public authorites could also be put in place, under reserve to be fexible enough.
Finally, it could also be a quality certfcaton by an independent body ’ (Cadiet 2018, p. 25).[52] A
difculty here may arise from the current permissiveness regarding the various compensaton
scoring tables and damage classifcatons available. For the moment, their use is at the discreton
of the judges, and, as such, they are neither compulsory, systematc nor standardised. Outside of
specifc procedures, such as the aforementoned compensaton for the victms of ionising
radiaton, it seems that some of these tools are indirectly imposed through their standardised use
by judicial experts in the medical feld.[53] However, these are more the working practces of
judicial experts than of judges. This leads us to draw a parallel here with the rules applicable to
judicial expertse tasks, allowing us to move the refecton forward. In a way, the service provided
by algorithmic decision support systems appears to be similar to expert assessment. As
summarised by Vergès, Vial and Leclerc, ‘ expertse is the measure by which a person [the judge or
a party] entrusts another (the expert) with the task of clarifying a technical queston for them in
order to help them make a decision that is encumbent upon them ’ (Vergès, Vial and Leclerc 2015,
p. 669).[54] Beyond the terminological analogy between ‘judicial expert’ and ‘expert system’ for
decision support, there is clearly a similarity in the functons atributed to these two kinds of ‘aids’.
In France, on principle, judicial experts are chosen on a list (that is valid either natonally or within
a jurisdicton).[55] Such is the case in civil and criminal[56] and administratve[57] maters. Entry in
a list of experts is not, however, always a necessary preconditon,[58] nor is it a systematc
guarantee of competence. Consequently, this raises questons around the persistance of this
setng if a certfcaton were to be put in place for the ‘expert systems’ and other algorithmic
decision tools. The idea of systematsing the use of damage classifcatons and compensaton
scoring tables (partcularly in the form of reference tables[59]), that has been suggested and
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mooted for some tme,[60] generate the same kind of doubts.
At the moment, existng legal requirements regarding judicial expertse and compensaton scoring
tables do not give a strong support to claims that algorithmic decision support systems have to be
certfed (with stringent obligatons). However, the algorithmic decision tools have a much broader
spectrum of actons than compensaton scoring tables and could work more efectvely to address
geographic disparites and judgment biases. They also may be seen as more objectve, but less
intelligible. Some French jurisdictons have already tried one of these decision systems, with
unsatsfying results, perceived as difcult to understand.[61] The idea to use more widely these
tools, even as non-compulsory aids, seems to gain more supporters, but there is stll a need to
enhance trust in algorithms. It is therefore necessary, as stressed by Cadiet, to start a refecton
concerning their certfcaton, the verifcaton of their fairness and the need for explanaton (see
secton 4). Even confned in an indicatve role, algorithmic decision systems are highly technical
tools and they might strip the judges of their essental critcal capacity. It would be paradoxical to
advocate the use of decision support systems for combatng judicial disparites without checking
that those systems do not themselves contain biases (visible or invisible) or produce
discriminatons. Some technical solutons are conceivable in this respect.

3.3. Technical solutons to detect and limit biases and discriminatory efects
The certfcaton of a system is the verifcaton that it meets well-defned technical standards and
possibly also legal requirements. As a mater of fact, any certfcaton must be based on a technical
reference framework, that is, a specifc set of reference criteria. Therefore, the frst queston
regarding the certfcaton of algorithmic decision systems relates to the defniton of the technical
criteria (3.3.1). The second queston is the actual implementaton of the certfcaton process
(3.3.2). For example, very diferent solutons are possible depending on the possibility of getng
access to the text of the algorithm, the ability to control its input data and whether it is possible to
take actons only a posteriori (afer the algorithmic system has been deployed) or also a priori
(before or during its development).
3.3.1. Criteria of discriminaton
Discriminatory treatments are illegal in many countries for certain types of actvites, such as
employment, rental housing and bank loans.[62] The fact that algorithmic decision systems can
lead to discriminatons has already been studied in many areas, in partcular in the justce system.
[63] However, to decide whether an algorithm is acceptable or not from this point of view, it is
necessary to defne precisely what is meant by discriminaton. One of the difcultes in this respect
is the need to take into account not only direct discriminatons but also indirect discriminatons. A
discriminaton is indirect when the system does not exploit directly prohibited factors (such as, for
example, ethnic origin) but uses other informaton that is correlated with these factors (for
example, an individual’s home address). Moreover, an algorithm may ofer guarantees of nondiscriminaton in relaton to two factors considered independently (for example gender and ethnic
origin) but stll lead to discriminatons on the two factors considered simultaneously. Many
defnitons of discriminaton have been put forward in scientfc literature and in legal texts. Some
of them are based on the probabilites of grantng or denying a beneft.[64] Generally, a distncton
is made between a protected group G1 (for example, the black or female populatons) and a nonprotected group G2 (for example, the white or male populatons), and probabilites are compared
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in diferent ways. For example, let P1 and P2 be defned as follows:
•

P1: probability of rejecton for the protected group G1

•

P2: probability of rejecton for the non-protected group G2

Possible measures of discriminaton are, for example:
•

The diference of risks: P1 - P2

•

The risk rato: P1 / P2

•

The opportunity rato: (1 – P1) / (1 – P2)

As an illustraton, the US federal law on employment requires that the opportunity rato (also
called ‘disparate impact’) should be greater than 80%. This means that the opportunity for a
person of the protected group to get the beneft must not be lower than 80% of the opportunity
for a person of a non-protected group. In UK law, the prohibiton of discriminaton on gender and
ethnic origin is defned in terms of the diference of risks. These defnitons, which are justfable
from a statstcal point of view, do not, however, guarantee that ‘equals are treated as equals’,
that is, that similar profles are treated in a similar manner. One way of expressing this objectve is
to introduce notons of distances between the profles and between the results of the algorithm. If
we call these distances d and D respectvely, then algorithm A applied to profles x and y is
considered non-discriminatory if D(A(x),A(y)) ≤ d(x,y), meaning that the distance between the
results of the algorithm is limited by the distance between the profles. Equal profles (such as
d(x,y)=0) will therefore be treated equally ( D(A(x),A(y))=0, meaning that A(x) and A(y) are similar).
Other defnitons of discriminaton take into account the fact that specifc factors could be
considered legitmate to justfy diferences of treatment (for example, a job that requires physical
strength). Formal comparisons between certain measures have also been established. For
example, it is possible to show that, in certain conditons, the above defniton based on distances
is stronger than ‘disparate impact’.[65]
3.3.2. Preventon and detecton of discriminaton
Several research groups have worked on the introducton of non-discriminaton requirements
within the development phase of algorithmic decision systems. Diferent strategies are possible to
achieve this goal, which focus on diferent stages of the process.[66] The frst (upstream) opton
consists of fltering out any discriminatory bias from the training data sets. The second opton
consists of adaptng the algorithm itself[67] to ensure that it does not produce discriminatory
results. The third (downstream) opton consists of correctng the results of the algorithmic
decision system to avoid any potental biases. While the second opton provides the most precise
results[68], it is specifc to each algorithm. The other two are more generic but ofen less precise.
When it is not possible to be proactve, that is, to take actons during the development of the
algorithmic system, the only soluton is to try to verify a posteriori that the algorithm does not to
lead to any discriminatory treatments. The main problem with this approach is that the text of the
algorithm, as well as the code of the program implementng it, are ofen protected by copyright
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law or industrial secret. Their developers or the stakeholders using them can therefore object to
their disclosure. They can have diferent motvatons to do so. For example, a company may
consider that its algorithms represent a strategic business diferentator or may fear that users
could exploit this informaton to their advantage by manipulatng the algorithm.[69] The only
opton in this case is to carry out a so-called ‘black box’ analysis, that is, to experiment with the
algorithm by providing inputs (when possible) and observing its outputs. The experimentaton
protocol must be precisely defned in order to guarantee the statstcal value of the results. This
approach has been adopted by a number of research groups to uncover the criteria used by
targeted advertsing systems. For example, the AdFisher[70] system allows researchers to simulate
the behaviour of internet users with varying profles, to observe the advertsements that they
receive and to analyse the diferences between them. This research has made it possible to detect
a form of gender discriminaton, where female profles are less likely to receive advertsments for
well-paid jobs. AdFisher also pointed out the limitatons of the informaton provided by Google
about the factors used to personalise its advertsements[71], which was clearly incomplete.
Similarly, the Sunlight system[72] has allowed researchers to show that, contrary to its
declaratons, Google uses sensitve informaton (for example, health-related data) to target its
advertsements.
The technical solutons described in this secton show that the certfcaton of algorithmic decision
systems with respect to precise measures of ‘fairness’ is not out of reach, even if much progress
has stll to be made in this area. Certfcaton can indirectly strengthen the trust that users and
decision-subjects can have in these systems. However, both users and decision-subjects also have
the legitmate right to require understandable informaton or explanatons about the logic of these
systems and justfcaton of their results, especially when important decisions are at stake.

4. Towards a duty of explanaton for the users of algorithmic
decision systems
The certfcaton should provide certain guarantees on the functoning of the algorithmic decision
systems (for example, quality of results, absence of bias), but their users (such as a physician or a
judge) should themselves be able to interpret the results and their limitatons. This is a sine qua
non of a truly useful use in such sensitve contexts as health and law. Moreover, the persons
potentally afected by these results – the decision-subjects (patents, litgants and respondents) –
are also enttled to expect basic informaton on the logic and criteria used. Accountability of
algorithmic decision systems claims not only for verifcaton, but also for explanaton. Intelligibility
is a key mater. Following the same intellectual pathway as in secton 3 for certfcaton, we will
therefore investgate the legal resources that could potentally justfy such a duty of explanaton
(4.1), before discussing the technical solutons and difcultes (4.2).

4.1. Legal requirements as regards explanatons
The personal data protecton legislaton provides some textual basis for an obligaton to give
explanatons to decision-subjects when algorithmic decision systems are used with legal (or
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similar) consequences. European Directve 95/46/EC and its replacement, the GDPR, enforce rights
of informaton and access (as well as rectfcaton), which include precisions relatng to automated
decision-making. Artcle 13, 2., (f) of the GDPR states that the data controller should provide the
data subject, from which personal data are obtained, with the additonal informaton ‘ necessary
to ensure fair and transparent processing ’, which includes ‘the existence of automated decisionmaking, including profling, referred to in Artcle 22(1) and (4) and, at least in those cases,
meaningful informaton about the logic involved, as well as the signifcance and the envisaged
consequences of such processing for the data subject ’. There is an equivalent provision covering
personal data collected from a third party[73] and the right of the data subject to access their
personal data.[74] In French natonal law, the Loi Informatque et Libertés includes similar
requirements. However, as it has been emphasised in recent publicatons, data sujects are not
enttled to a full explanaton of the individual decision afectng them, but only with a right of
informaton and access (Wachter S., Mitelstadt B. and Floridi L. 2017; Goodman B. and Flaxman S.
2016).[75] It merely includes general explanatons on the global logic of the algorithmic decision
system functoning. Furthermore, these provisions only concern automated decision-making
processing personal data. They only aim at protectng data subjects (from a wrongful use of their
personal data), not at protectng all litgants and respondents from unintelligible decisions. They
do not cover algorithms that use anonymised data. They do not apply to decision support systems,
which do not automatcally produce decisions. Some authors argue in favour of a more generous
interpretaton covering all kind of algorithmic decision sofware, but their positon seems fragile
(Malgieri and Comand 2017).[76] The last important element to notce is that GDPR provisions are
not dedicated to the users of algorithmic decision system. Therefore, they have no impact on the
intelligibility of algorithmic decision support systems for medical doctors or judges who may use
them. On this issue, the European legal framework seems at the moment incomplete or defcient.
May natonal legislaton supplement this blind spot? In France, the Law for a Digital Republic (Act
No 2016-1321 of 7 October 2016) and its décret d’applicaton (implementaton order) [77] enforce
the inclusion of an ‘explicit menton of the use of algorithmic processing within the context of an
administratve decision’ and the ‘possibility for the user to claim for an explanaton on its
functoning’. These provisions are interestng, frst, because they are aimed at decisions taken ‘ on
the basis of algorithmic processing’, which can be interpreted more broadly than ‘automated
decision-making’, and, second, because this preoccupaton with explaining algorithmic processing
emerges outside from the context of privacy and data protecton law. Thus, it stresses out the
transversality of the issues at stake, which are not only about protectng data subjects against a
wrongful use of their personal data. Artcles R. 311-3-1-1 et seq. of the French code on the
relatons between the administraton and the public give an idea of the type of regulatory
expectaton that can be formulated. Artcle R. 311-3-1-2 requires that ‘ at the request of the
person who is the subject of an individual decision made on the basis of algorithmic processing,
the administraton communicates to them, in an intelligible form and without infringing any
secrets protected by law, the following informaton: 1) The extent and mode of the contributon
made by the algorithmic processing to the decision-making process; 2) The data used and their
sources; 3) The processing parameters and, where applicable, their weightng applied to the data
subject’s situaton; 4) The operatons performed by the processing ’. Depending on the technical
approach followed and on the interpretaton adopted, it seems that these requirements can either
be easily met or may pose an insurmountable technical conundrum. However, these regulatons
only shed indirect light on our topic, because they only concern decision-subject informaton
about administratve individual decision. They do not consttute the foundatons on which to build
a duty of explanaton for the beneft of the users of algorithmic decision systems and the decision-
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subjects in medical and judicial maters.
Should we conclude, then, that there is an important breach in our legal framework regarding the
intelligibility of algorithmic decision systems, especially for their users? If no legal foundaton may
be found for such an obligaton, it would be an astonishing conclusion given the importance of
ensuring an intelligent and critcal use of these new tools. Many recommendatons, from various
origins (ethics commitees like CERNA in France[78]; French authority in charge of Privacy and
Data protecton: CNIL[79]; European Parliament[80]), have highlighted how important it is that
algorithmic data processing and artfcial intelligence do not lead to decisions that are
incomprehensible to human intelligence. At the moment, it seems that legal requirements on this
mater may only be found in general principles regulatng medical and judicial practces in natonal
and internatonal laws. In regard to medical maters, the legal and ethical principle of
responsibility is based on a decision made ‘in conscience’. Accordingly, a physician shall be given
the opportunity to justfy his decision with the informaton necessary to critcally consider the
diferent therapeutc optons suggested by the algorithmic system. The existng legal framework
could be strengthened by clarifying and modifying MD regulaton in order to introduce clear and
strong provisions about explanatons that should be given on the functoning of the algorithmic
decision device, as it has been already mentoned for verifcaton. MD regulaton should compel
the producer or manufacturer to provide the users informaton about the algorithm’s logic and the
kind of data processed. With regards to judicial decision-making, several legal principles may serve
as guides, most notably the motvaton and adversarial principles. As a reminder, the adversarial
principle has also been imposed in judicial expertse maters since the European Court of Human
Rights recognised the preponderant role of expert conclusions in court rulings.[81] Litgants and
respondents should be made aware of the kind of tools that are used to uncover the facts or the
jurisprudence, and they should be in positon to discuss their infuence on the outcome of the
litgaton. In terms of the need for reasoned judgments made in conscience, the decision shall be
taken only by the judge, and the reasons (of fact and of law) justfying the decision shall be
exposed. The motvaton principle is an essental element of the judicial process and a basic
guarantee for the litgant or the respondent, who needs to understand the decision to accept it or
to contest it.[82] Mirroring the ‘consttutonal aim of ensuring the law is accessible and intelligible ’
(acknowledged by the French Conseil Consttutonnel (Consttutonal Court))[83], the obligaton to
motvate and the need to explain the decision applies to all courts (from the lower to the supreme
court – the Cour de Cassaton in France).[84] Thus, algorithmic decision systems used in courts
should not counteract this command by clouding the decision-making process.
There is no reason to consider that the general principles regarding medical and judicial practces
do not cover algorithmic decision tools. How could medical and judicial decisions be taken in
conscience and how could they be reasoned and subject to responsibility (at least in disciplinary
terms) if the professionals concerned are satsifed with using results or recommendatons that
they do not even know the global logic of? However, these legal requirements remain general
principles and, in France and Europe, no legal statement explicitly refers to explanatons on the
functoning of algorithmic decision systems that should be given to the users. In order to enhance
trust in this mater, it could therefore be appropriate to adopt new specifc provisions. The need
for explanaton could be part of the verifcaton process, described in secton 3, but it could also be
useful to add legal provisions dedicated to algorithmic decision systems in medical and procedural
laws. This leads us to the discussion of the technical approaches available for enlightening users
and data subjects on the functoning of the algorithmic system.
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4.2. Technical solutons and challenges
The implementaton of legal obligatons to explain algorithms raises a number of challenges, in
partcular on the technical side. Some systems are based on techniques like deep learning, the
results of which are intrinsically difcult to understand. Moreover, the internal model built by a
system may constantly evolve when learning contnues during the exploitaton phase. Any
explanaton of this kind of system would therefore be valid only for a partcular point in tme. In
additon, some algorithms or their parameters are also regularly amended or adjusted by their
users, which further complicates the explanaton task. Finally, the large quantty of factors taken
into account by a system can be an additonal obstacle to intelligibility. Generally speaking,
certfcaton and explanaton can be viewed as diferent ways to answer questons about the
algorithms. If they are precise and accurate enough, these answers may provide more control over
algorithmic decision systems. Diferent types of questons can be relevant depending on the
situaton. For the sake of simplicity, we have grouped these questons into two broad categories,
namely questons on the global logic underpinning the algorithmic system (4.2.1) and more local
questons concerning partcular cases (4.2.2). We then compare these two optons (4.2.3) before
analysing the ways in which these explanatons can be implemented (4.2.4).
4.2.1. Explanatons on the global logic of an algorithm
A way of improving the intelligibility of an algorithm is to provide a descripton of its logic, or,
more precisely, of the logic of the underlying model. This is a right that is explicitly provided for in
both the Loi Informatque et Libertés[85] and the GDPR[86], although the efectveness of this
right is debated.[87] The logic of a model can be described in diferent ways. The most common is
a graphical representaton in the form of decision trees. As an example, Figure 1 represents a
hypothetcal decision tree concerning parole court decisions. The nodes of the tree represent
criteria or questons (for example, ‘is the prisoner a recidivist?’), which are posed in turn (in a topdown fashion). The leaves of the tree represent decisions (for example, ‘rejecton’) or questons
leading to other decision trees (for example, ‘serious eforts at social rehabilitaton?’).

Figure 1
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A decision tree can also be transformed into a set of of rules in natural language (for example, ‘If
the prisoner is a recidivist, then one of two cases will apply. Either he was sentenced to life
imprisonment or not. In the frst case,…, and so on). Other representatons are also possible, for
example in the form of histograms as shown in Figure 2, for a hypothetcal medical diagnosis
decision system.

Figure 2
This type of histogram highlights the relatve weights of the factors taken into account in a
decision. For example, according to Figure 2, the main symptoms of depression are weight loss
and insomnia. Deterioraton in social relatonships and loss of interest are also taken into account,
but their respectve weights are lower. The fact that the person concerned sufers from another
medical conditon is a negatve factor in the depression diagnosis (because the symptoms may be
caused by this other medical conditon).
Another way of understanding the efects of combinatons of factors on the results of an algorithm
is to represent them as probabilites in explanaton tables. For example, the table in Figure 3
shows that a depression diagnosis is suggested for 20% of patents presentng all the symptoms
indicated as long as they do not sufer from another medical conditon.

Figure 3
Other kinds of models, such as decision tables and diferent types of Bayesian networks, can be
used to describe the logic of an algorithm. Since our aim in this paper is limited to providing an
overall view of available optons, we do not discuss them further. Interested readers can fnd more
comprehensive presentatons in the literature.[88]
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4.2.2. Local explanatons of specifc results
Some people may fnd the global logic of an algorithm too complicated or too abstract. Another
opton, which is more specifc and ofen more intuitve, is to provide explanatons focused on
partcular cases. For example, the LIME system[89] makes it possible to identfy the parts of an
image that have mostly contributed to the identfcaton of a patern. As an illustraton, its authors
show[90] that a frog is identfed in a picture with a probability of 0.54 by highlightng its head and
as a billiard table with a probability of 0.07 by highlightng several small red balls (which in fact
represent the tps of the fgurine’s front legs). Similarly, some methods provide as explanatons the
main factors (for example, symptoms or family history) justfying a decision for a given case.
Another approach to provide explanatons consists in generatng, for a partcular case, other cases
leading to the same decision, or close cases leading to diferent decisions. For example, a
prospectve student whose university applicaton has been rejected by the Admission Post-Bac[91]
algorithm would be able to understand why he was rejected if he could get profles that were
similar to his own but which have been accepted. This type of explanatons is sometmes called
counterfactual.[92]
4.2.3. General remarks: complementarity and variety
The diferent modes of explanaton described above have their respectve advantages and
limitatons. For example, local explanatons can address the needs of a person who wants to
understand the reasons for a decision afectng him, but they would not be sufcient for a
supervisory authority wishing to verify the legality of an algorithmic decision system. No
explanaton mode outperforms the others, because they can target very diferent people with
varying technical background and motvatons. These approaches are in fact complementary
rather than competng and they could be used in conjuncton. It is important also to emphasise
that an explanaton generally provides a simplifed vision of an algorithm. Generally speaking,
there can be a tension between the precision of an explanaton and its intelligibility. Even an
intuitve mode of representaton like decision trees can lead to explanatons that are difcult to
understand if there are too many nodes or the order of criteria is not well-chosen. It may
sometmes be necessary to simplify a representaton (for example, by reducing the number of
considered criteria) at the expense of a loss of precision. Ideally, an explanaton system should
provide interacton facilites. Some systems, such as Elvira[93], have been developed with this goal
in mind. Elvira has a graphical interface allowing users to enter assumptons (for example, a
symptom such as ‘headache’) and to observe the efects of this new informaton on the possible
diagnoses. The relatons between the enttes (for example, symptoms and diagnosis) are
represented in the form of a graph[94] and the user can, at any point, choose to show varying
levels of detail into each node. We believe that this ability to interact with an explanaton system,
partcularly by testng diferent assumptons, is a fruitul research directon for improving the
intelligibility of algorithms.
4.2.4. Implementaton of explanaton systems
The AdFisher and Sunlight systems mentoned in Secton 3.3.2 provide global explanatons in the
‘black box’ mode, that is, without any knowledge of the text of the algorithm or code of the
sofware implementng it. The LIME system discussed in Secton 4.2.2 provides local explanatons.
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It is based on the idea of generatng examples of inputs close to the value of interest in order to
analyse the behaviour of the algorithmic system in its neighbourhood. This behaviour, which is
generally simpler than the global logic of the system, can be translated into histograms (such as
Figure 2) or explanatons of images (as illustrated in 4.2.2) for example. When the code of the
algorithm is available, another opton is to try to analyse it to derive explanatons. This analysis can
be more or less difcult depending on the nature of the algorithm. When the algorithm is not
based on machine learning techniques (like the Admission Post-Bac algorithm), it may be possible
to apply program code analysis methods (which are well known in the area of programming
language compilaton), for example to extract dependencies between inputs and outputs. The
situaton is very diferent, however, for machine learning systems. The frst reason, which is
obvious, is that their results do not depend only on the code of the algorithm but also on the
training data. In additon, while some techniques (such as Bayesian networks) are amenable to
diferent types of analysis[95], others (such as neural networks) are more challenging. Research
has nevertheless been carried out to analyse this type of algorithm, in partcular to derive
explanatons in the form of rules or decision trees. However, they have several limitatons. On the
one hand, they are very dependant on the types of algorithms considered, which means that they
have to be adapted if the algorithm is modifed. On the other hand, they are generally not suitable
for the explanaton of deep neural networks.[96] For these algorithms, the knowledge of the code
is not very helpful, and black box techniques remain the only possible opton.
Rather than trying to explain the results of a system a posteriori, the ideal scenario would be to
take into account explanability requirements during the development phase, thereby providing
‘intelligibility by design’. This approach can be useful both to allow developers to improve their
algorithms and to facilitate the adopton of machine learning techniques in certain applicaton
areas in which opacity cannot be tolerated. A promising step in this directon is to make the
learning algorithm produce not just its nominal results but also explanatons of these results. For
example, the ‘ratonalisaton of predictons’ system recently proposed by the MIT[97] allows users
to generate the excerpts of a text that have mostly contributed to the results (predicton). These
excerpts must meet two criteria: they must be interpretable (short and contguous) and they must
be sufcient to explain the result. In other words, an analysis of the text reduced to these excerpts
must lead to the same result as an analysis of the whole text. This approach seems very promising
and will probably lead to a new generaton of explanaton systems in the future.

5. Conclusion
This paper argues that focusing on transparency in the sense of making the code of algorithms
publicly available is not the only opton, and even not the best soluton to make algorithmic
decision systems more acceptable. A new approach of ‘accountability’, encompassing certfcaton
with respect to well-defned criteria and intelligibility seems to provide more interestng
perspectves. However, it also raises complex questons, both legally and technically, especially in
domains like health and justce. The explanatons of an algorithmic decision system can take
diferent forms depending on the domain concerned, the algorithmic techniques used (determinist
or probabilistc, learning-based or not, supervised or not, etc.) and the target audience (for
example, professional or individual). For algorithms relying on machine learning, explanatons
should cover not only the logic of the model but also the training data set. The objectve is not to
make the system ‘transparent’ in the sense that anyone would be able to see and understand the
entre process but to provide sufcient informaton to allow its users and decision-subjects to
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challenge its results. The right to challenge a decision is especially important for court judgments.
However, the quality of algorithmic decision systems in the justce sector depends on the
availability of previous decisions (case law), which is not sufcient in many countries. In France,
the Loi pour une République numérique (Law for a Digital Republic), adopted on 7 October 2016,
should improve the situaton[98], but its implementaton and the difcultes related to
anonymisaton requirements could considerably delay the process.
This paper also points out some blind spots and gaps in the European and French legal framework
regarding fairness and intelligibility of algorithmic decision systems. The personal data protecton
regulaton, in Europe and in France, has a limited scope. It does not explicitly cover algorithmic
decision support systems and it is dedicated to data subject protecton. There is a need for a
broader refecton. Most algorithmic sofware currently available in the medical and legal sectors
are proposed to help, as decision support tools. How could such decision systems be truly useful if
they may be biased and if the user does not receive informaton about the logic and the training
data set used? In France and Europe, existng legal requirements are unsatsfactory regarding
verifcaton and explanaton. Professional users should be enttled with a right to receive more
informaton. In the medical domain, it is necessary to strengthen the legal framework on the
certfcaton of medical devices. In the justce sector, general principles may not be sufcient to
face the challenge raised by algorithmic systems. In our view, there is an urgent need for a new
specifc regulaton. This is necessary to protect not only data subjects, but more broadly patents,
litgants and respondents. They would directly beneft from a right to know that an algorithmic
decision system has been used, and they would undirectly beneft from a beter informed medical
or judicial decision. Of course, these suggestons have to be discussed and a public debate is
imperatve, as the issues at stake are complex and far-reaching. Beyond the domain of health and
justce, it could be difcult to identfy categories of situatons in which verifcaton and explanaton
should be required for the use of algorithmic decision systems. The challenges are also varied and
numerous on the technical side. As discussed above, diferent types of explanatons can be
provided to diferent types of stakeholders and these explanatons should meet two potentally
confictng goals: intelligibility and precision. Measuring and ensuring these two goals is a major
challenge. Explaining algorithms is a fast-growing research area and much progress is to be
expected in the next decade. To be successful, this research should involve a variety of technical
expertses and backgrounds including in partcular artfcial intelligence, sofware, and humanmachine interacton.
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